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Abstract. Topic detection is usually considered as a decision process implemented
in some relevant context, for example clustering. In this case, clusters correspond
to topics that should be identified. Density-based clustering, for example, uses only
a density level  and a lower bound for the number of points in a cluster. As the
density level is hard to be estimated, a stochastic process, called the DBSCANMartingale, is constructed for the combination of several outputs of DBSCAN for
various randomly selected values of  in a predefined closed interval [0, max ] from
the uniform distribution. We have observed that most of the clusters are extracted
in the interval [0, max /2], and moreover in the interval [max /2, max ] the DBSCANMartingale stochastic process is less innovative, i.e. extracts only a few or no clusters.
Therefore, non-symmetric skewed distributions are needed to generate density levels
for the extraction of all clusters in a fast way. In this work we show that skewed
distributions may be used instead of the uniform, so as to extract all clusters as quickly
as possible. Experiments on real datasets show that the average innovation time of
the DBSCAN-Martingale stochastic process is reduced when skewed distributions are
employed, so less time is needed to extract all clusters.
Keywords: DBSCAN-Martingale, Time Operator, Skewed distributions, Internal
Age, Density-based Clustering, Innovation process.
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Introduction

Journalists and media monitoring companies need to quickly detect interesting
articles of the same topic and to manage large collections of news articles. Given
a collection of news articles the estimation of the correct number of topics is a
challenging task, due to the fact that there are news articles that do not belong
to any of the topics. We have presented an estimation on the number of clusters
(topics) using a Martingale process, namely the DBSCAN-Martingale [1]. The
DBSCAN [2] algorithm is repeatedly applied using a random density parameter
, while the lower bound for the number of clusters minP ts is kept constant.
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The generated stochastic process progressively estimates the number of clusters
in any dataset but has been introduced in the context of text clustering to
estimate the number of topics. The final number of clusters is provided by a
majority vote among several realizations of the DBSCAN-Martingale process.
Similarly, the DBSCAN-Martingale has also been applied in the context of
image retrieval and image clustering [3] in the estimation of the number of
visual words in a set of visual descriptors, showing the wide applicability of
this novel clustering approach. In all cases, the processing time is a critical
aspect and needs to be minimized as much as possible.
Towards this direction, we examine whether skewed distributions are able
to extract all clusters faster than the uniform distribution in the selection of
the density level . The time needed to extract all clusters is based on the
number of iterations, using several random choices of the density level  in a
pre-defined interval [0, max ]. However, not all iterations of DBSCAN are innovative, i.e. they do not extract the same number of clusters or some iterations
do not extract any clusters. The innovation probabilities at any stage of a
stochastic process have been introduced in [4] and have been demonstrated in
the non-stationary random walks modeling stock market prices [5] and in the
fluctuations of the US economy [6], through the construction of the associated
Time Operator. The Time Operator has been introduced in the context of
stochastic processes [7–9], quantifying the distribution of innovations in the
considered (clock) time domain. We shall examine whether the innovations of
the DBSCAN-Martingale are distributed in a symmetric way or not, in order
to minimize the required time stages T needed to extract all clusters (topics).
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Density-based clustering

DBSCAN [2] provides as output a clustering vector C with values the cluster
IDs C[k] of each point k = 1, 2, . . . , n, assigning each item k to a cluster. In case
the k-th item is marked as noise, then: C[k] = 0. The parameters of DBSCAN
are, first, a density level  and, second, a lower bound for the number of clusters
in a dataset minP ts. The parameter minP ts is usually predefined based on
the size of the expected clusters, but the density level  is hard to be estimated
and, if so, then the algorithm is not able to output all clusters using one unique
density level, as shown, for example, in Fig. 1, where there are 10 clusters, but
not of the same density level.
The OPTICS diagram [10] has been used to visualize the cluster structure,
where each dent represents a cluster. Moreover, OPTICS is used to observe
the density level at which the desired clusters are extracted. The OPTICS plot
for the dataset of Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 2.
The parameter minP ts is a pre-defined fixed value, approximately equal to
10, as initially proposed in [10]. For each density level , the output of DBSCAN
is one clustering vector and is denoted by CDBSCAN () . Small values of  result
to CDBSCAN () = 0, where 0 is a vector of zeros, because all points are marked
as noise. However, large values of , result to CDBSCAN () = 1, where 1 is
a vector of ones, since all points are reachable from any other point, hence,
all points are assigned to the same cluster. A smart selection of the density
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Fig. 1. A dataset with 10 clusters

level cannot ensure correct estimation in the number of clusters, with a strong
impact to the performance of a news clustering approach [1], using for example
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [11] to assign news articles to topics.
The estimated number of clusters in the illustrative dataset of Fig. 1 is
presented in Fig. 3, where we observe that 10 clusters are correctly estimated
by the majority of 1000 DBSCAN-Martingale realizations.
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The DBSCAN-Martingale and Time Operator

Initially, a random sample of uniformly distributed random numbers t , t =
1, 2, . . . , T in [0, max ] is generated by the DBSCAN-Martingale. The sample
of t , t = 1, 2, . . . , T is sorted in increasing order and for each density level t a
clustering vector is provided by DBSCAN, denoted by CDBSCAN (t ) .
In the beginning of the DBSCAN-Martingale process, there are no clusters detected, i.e. C (0) = 0. We denote by Ft the σ-algebra generated
by {CDBSCAN (1 ) , CDBSCAN (2 ) , . . . , CDBSCAN (t ) } and let F0 be the trivial σ-algebra {Ω, ∅} at stage t = 0. At stage t = 1 all clusters are kept:
C (1) := CDBSCAN (1 ) , extracted at lowest density level 1 . At stage, t = 2,
some of the detected clusters by CDBSCAN (2 ) are new and some of them have
also been extracted at stage t = 1. DBSCAN-Martingale keeps only the newly
detected clusters of the second stage, t = 2, by taking only groups of points of
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Fig. 2. OPTICS reachability distance plot for the dataset of Fig. 1

the same cluster ID with size greater than minP ts:

0
if point j belongs to a previously extracted cluster
(t)
C [j] :=
CDBSCAN (t ) [j]
otherwise
(1)
where C (1) = CDBSCAN (1 ) . Each vector of Eq. (1) has only the newly extracted clusters and all other points are marked as noise (zero cluster ID).
The cluster IDs of C (t) are relabeled, starting from 1 + maxj C (t−1) [j] to
r + maxj C (t−1) [j], assuming that r clusters have been extracted up to stage t.
The Hilbert space Ht is generated by the conditional expectations Et =
E[.|Ft ] up to stage t, t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where the σ-algebras Ft , t = 1, 2, . . . , T
are generated by the vectors {CDBSCAN (1 ) , CDBSCAN (2 ) , . . . , CDBSCAN (t ) }.
Our knowledge about the final clustering vector C up to stage t is restricted to
Et C. Moreover, the projections onto the innovation spaces Nt are given by:
Pt C = E[C|Ft ]

E[C|Ft−1 ] = (Et

Et−1 )C = C (t)

(2)

and the final clustering vector C lives in the space of fluctuations H = N1 ⊕
N2 ⊕ · · · NT :
C = C (1) ⊕ C (2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ C (T )
(3)
The projections Et C = E[C|Ft ], t = 1, 2, . . . , T are our “best prediction”
about the final outcome of the clustering vector C which needs to be determined:
Et C = E[C|Ft ] = C (1) ⊕ C (2) ⊕ . . . ⊕ C (t)
(4)
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Fig. 3. 1000 realizations of the DBSCAN-Martingale in the dataset of Fig. 1

Finally, at stage t = T , we have gained all available knowledge about the
vector C, i.e. C = E[C|CDBSCAN (1 ) , CDBSCAN (2 ) , . . . , CDBSCAN (T ) ] and
all available clusters have been extracted.
The self-adjoint operator with spectral projections the conditional expectations Et on the space of fluctuations H is the Time Operator of the stochastic
process Xt , t = 1, 2, . . .:
∞
X
T=
t(Et Et−1 )
(5)
t=1

The Time Operator, as defined in Eq. (5), acts on the clustering vector C
in H, defining also the distribution of innovations:
pt = Prob{C ∈ Nt } =

kPt Ck2
kC (t) k2
=
2
kC − E[C]k
kCk2

(6)

where E[C] = 0 because at the beginning of the process the clustering vector C
is a vector of zeros and there are no expected clusters without any application
of the DBSCAN algorithm.
The distribution of innovations has been assumed to be symmetric in [1],
since the random sample of density levels t , t = 1, 2, . . . , T in [0, max ] has
been generated from the uniform distribution. In contrast, we propose the
generation of the random sample in an alternative way, having statistically
significant skewness.
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Generation of skewed samples of density levels

Motivated by the generation of random samples from the exponential distribution [12], through the transformation
X←−

ln U
λ

where U is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0,1], we propose the
following generation of a random sample of density levels as follows:
1. Generate a sample of size T from the uniform distribution in [0,1]:
1 , 2 , . . . , T
2. Transform the generated values using the natural logarithm:
t ← − ln t
3. Normalize in [0,1]:
t ← t / max{t }
t

4. Expand in [0, max ] :
t ← t ∗ max
This generation of the sample is parameter free (no rate parameter λ is
required) and is in fact skewed, since it is a normalized sample of the exponential
distribution, which in general has skewness equal to two. The sample skewness
is usually estimated in three different ways [13], as also highlighted in the
documentation of the library “e1071” of the statistical software R. We selected
the typical definition used in many textbooks:
g1 =

m3
3/2

(7)

m2

where the sample moments of order r are:
n

1X
mr =
(xi − µ)r
n i=1

(8)

and xi are the non-missing elements of x, µ their mean value.
In the following, we shall examine whether the proposed steps 1–4 reduce
the innovation time of the DBSCAN-Martingale process, by reducing the stages
T needed to extract all clusters.
https://www.r-project.org/
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Experiments

In the experiments we compare our proposed method with the uniform generation of density levels . The datasets we have used for comparison are four synthetic datasets with points in the 2-dimensional plane that contain 5,10, 15 and
20 clusters, with sizes 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 points, respectively. We also
downloaded the news articles available in the datasets WikiRef150, WikiRef186
and WikiRef220, containing, topics such as Paris attacks November 2015, Premier League, Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Samsung Galaxy S5 and Michelle
Obama (5 topics). Additional information is provided in the online dataset
description. We used the online implementation of DBSCAN-Martingale.
Table 1. Time needed to extract all clusters using the uniform distribution as proposed in [1] and using our proposed skewed sample. In bold we present the minimum
values for the time needed to extract all clusters.
Realizations
Uniform distribution
Skewed distribution
Dataset Clusters Skewness time needed T Skewness time needed T
Dataset 1
5
0.02
4
1.12
2
Dataset 2
10
-0.01
4
0.99
2
Dataset 3
15
0.00
3
1.02
2
Dataset 4
20
-0.02
3
0.97
2
WikiRef150
3
0.01
3
0.99
3
WikiRef186
4
0.00
4
0.93
3
WikiRef220
5
0.00
4
0.96
4

In Table 1 we observe that the time needed to extract all clusters is significantly reduced by our approach. This fact has a strong impact in the overall
estimation of the number of clusters or topics, since the DBSCAN-Martingale
process is generated several times and the final decision is taken by a majority
vote scheme. Apparently, there are cases, such as the WikiRef150, where the
clusters are 3 and both methods extract the clusters using the same time.
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Concluding Remarks

We have presented a novel approach to generate the sample of density levels in
the density-based clustering approach of DBSCAN-Martingale. The innovation
time, as also modeled by the associated Time Operator, is reduced when skewed
non-symmetric samples are employed, in all datasets examined. The proposed
approach has been tested in three datasets of news articles and in four general
synthetic datasets with various sizes and numbers of clusters. The skewed
generation of the density levels is able to reduce the time needed to extract all
clusters and therefore, provides faster estimation of the number of clusters. In
the future, we shall examine whether this approach is also applicable to other
clustering tasks in multimedia and social media applications.
http://mklab.iti.gr/project/web-news-article-dataset
https://github.com/MKLab-ITI/topic-detection/blob/master/DBSCAN Martingale.r
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